




If some members are not joining the mini majelis
can they pull out along with their 20,000 euro?

If the mini majelis decides collectively to divide the
budget equally to all the members of the mini
majelis to go into their own projects or ecosystems -
then that is valid and their decision. If an artist
wants to withdraw from the mini majelis, they can
of course but they let go of their governance of the
common pot, unless the mini majelis decides
otherwise.

What are the main restrictions we have to respect?

That the use of the common budget is
translated/or has representation/ can be presented
in the exhibition in an artistic form. And that the
reserved budget is spent by September 2022.

Should each collective come with its proposal or
we need one proposal for the group?

What's the deadline?

You can decide this together; whether you all agree
on one proposal or you agree that you each have a
different proposal and divide the budget. The
deadline for the draft proposal is December 2021.

For example, Scenario #1: Can one individual
from the mini majelis use their share of the CP to
do a collaborative project with someone
(individual or collective) from their own local
ecosystem, and not someone that has been invited
to D15?

The group in the mini majelis can decide this - to
collectively make a decision that some or all
members can “do a collaborative project with
someone (individual or collective) from their own
local ecosystem” . As long as it is within lumbung
values, within the timeline and can be presented in
some form within the 100 days.

Example Scenario #2: The mini Majelis makes a
unanimous decision that taking an active/inactive
role in the mini Majelis is in itself a labour on its
own, and as a result, the CP shares are allocated as
mini majelis “seed money” to all mini majelis
members.

If the basic idea of the collective pot is
sustainability; does your scenario #2 strategies
accomplish that? Does it Maintain/contribute to
your long term sustainability? How would you
distribute the common budget? basic income?/
need? The second question would be can you
translate this into an art project in the exhibition/
public program? It is also a question about labor;
who’s labor is harvested and for whom? Or does it
have to do with the general precariousness of our
work in art?

- How is the collective pot administered? Do we
need to make a budget and run it by the
production department the same way we have to
do with our individual production budgets?

Yes. First you need to send a proposal to the artistic
team. If you need support in drafting the proposal
and budget please ask. Then the proposal will be
discussed with the production team.

- Does every member of the mini majelis need to
agree on the spendings of each mini majelis
member? I.e. if a member wants to use ‘their’
20.000 on an individual project, do the others
have to be in accordance? If so, how does this
accordance need to be formalised?

This is up to the group. The 20.000 euro is not the
individual artists’ budget, as it is already in the
collective pot. Meaning if the group in the mini
majelis decides that the member can use part of the
budget on an individual project then they are able
to. One way which the Lumbung Interlokal has
agreed on is to present the project to the group,
then attempt to reach consensus, but if some
members are not convinced, they meet alone with
each other and resolve. Your group could come up
with a protocol if needed, or simply agree to trust
each other and that if some members need to do it,
it will be based on lumbung values...

Would it be possible for the mini majelisis to
rearrange themselves, or members of one mini
majelis switch into another group?

This should be possible if there is agreement around
it. One way could be that they can also take from
their collective pot if they want it for a
collaboration with minimally one other artist and it
fits into the lumbung values.

What if our mini majelis does not want or need the
money in the collective pot of resources?

Then the budget goes to the overall collective pot.
The other mini majelises will be informed; if they
need more they can agree on a way to reach into it,
if it is not used then it goes towards everyone’s
travel and stay for a final majelis akbar in September
2022.

FAQs (The If aaaa questions)







AGRAW: A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Agraw (also called Lgour, Lgwira, Tajmaat, Jmaa or Aqwir depending on the region), is the 
ancestral assembly by which many Amazigh (Berber) tribes democratically governed and managed 
themselves outside the sultan/central state’s control in regions historically known as “Bled Siba” or 
“lands of anarchy.” The means by which Igrawen (plural for Agraw) were run varied greatly across 
regions and time. Sometimes Agraw is a representative system, others a direct democracy, 
sometimes electoral, and others by consensus.

Amongst the Ait Atta tribe in the southeast of Morocco, Agraw entails a confederate system in 
which different villages choose a delegate to attend the tribal Agraw, then from the tribal Agraw to 
an inter-tribal or confederal Agraw. Delegates are never allowed to take decisions in the stead of 
the Agraw, but only report to the various levels of Igrawen which collectively take decisions by 
consensus from the bottom-up. Delegates rotate every year, described as a “black year” for the 
family whose member is a delegate because it means they will have one less helping hand during 
harvests or transhumance. Indeed, being a delegate was seen as a form of responsibility rather 
than a form of power. 

THE AGRAW PROCESS

In the commune of Imider, Agraw takes the physical form of a circle, denoting equality of power 
amongst the individuals which form the collective. The places in which the individuals sit are rocks, 
placed in a circular format or just on the ground. The seats have no order and do not signify any 
form of rank or status. People sit spontaneously based on whoever comes first, taking the most 
comfortable rocks to sit on or the best-shaded area from the sun. 

Once everyone is present, the moderator, collectively appointed in the previous Agraw introduces 
the agenda, also collectively decided-upon in the previous meeting. Once the moderator introduces 
the first point they/she/he begin to walk around the circle. 

Whoever wants to speak must stop the moderator as they pass by. Once they finish speaking the 
moderator continues to walk around the circle until the next person stops them. This goes on until 
they have completed the circle. If consensus has been reached by the end of the first round, the 
moderator announces the next point in the agenda. If not, they will continue to walk around the 
circle until consensus is reached even if it needs several Agraws over weeks.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE AGRAW MODEL

Agraw’s circular dimension gives time for people to think about if they have something to say, what 
they want to say, and if they want to say it. It ensures more equal speaking time since it more 
actively gives a “chance” for all individuals to participate. It also prevents the abrupt interventions 
that can sometimes disturb the “raised-hand” system or the back-and-forth that can take place 
between two individuals in disagreement, often monopolising a collective dialogue. Instead it 
leaves time for people to respond until the next turn in the circle, thus using time to help diffuse 
tensions. More importantly, by allowing different individuals to speak between two parties as they 
wait for their next turn to speak, Agraw encourages collective mediation of conflicts and builds 
consensus with every turn of the circle. 

HOW CAN ALL OF THIS BE TRANSLATED TO OUR MINI-MAJELIS?

In order to digitally mimic the process described above, our mini-Majelis can be run according to 
the following mechanisms:

1. Moderators (also Zoom hosts) change for each session, they should not only be different 
individuals but also represent different collectives to ensure that the same collective is not in 
charge of moderation for several mini-Majalis in a row.

2. Moderators announce all the points in the agenda at the beginning of the mini-Majelis, then the 
first point in the agenda in order to open the debate.

2. To open the debate, the moderator can “walk around the circle” by calling out the names of 
every individual, allowing for several seconds for them to decide if they want to speak or not. It is 
important to pause after each name, symbolising a firm existence of a time-space for each 
person’s opinions and encouraging expression, even amongst the most timid. 

3. The order by which the moderator calls out names should not be fixed. It should be random and 
differ with each mini-Majelis. Perhaps the “online circle” can be formed in the order in which people 
enter the Zoom call so that it changes each time. 

4. At the end of the mini-Majelis propositions for the agenda for the next one can be made, in 
addition to whatsapp, e-mail and the excel sheet created by Fadescha for those who could not 
attend the mini-Majelis. 

















14:09:47 From Shaunak (they) / Party Office to Everyone:
 Helloo! Nice to be in the bigger majelis again :)
14:09:50 From hestu A nugroho to Everyone:
 hello Everyone, I‚Äôm Hestu from Taring Padi..
14:10:03 From Saadia Gacem to Everyone:
 hello
14:10:15 From reinaart to Everyone:
 hello all,‚Äôm still at school
14:10:18 From Siwa Plateforme Yagoutha Belgacem to Everyone:
 bonjour tout le monde
14:10:33 From Sari Middernacht to Everyone:
 Hello everyone! I’m Sari from Centre d’art Waza, Lubumbashi
14:10:44 From reinaart to Everyone:
 was ment to go home for the meeting so don‚Äôt have adapter and earplugs 
with me ;-( (will switch of camera
14:10:45 From Ulf to Everyone:
 hello everyone))
14:10:51 From reem / subversive film to Everyone:
 Siyafiutu Dina is also joining shortly‚Ä¶
14:10:54 From Lyno (Sa Sa Art Projects) to Everyone:
 Hello everyone! I‚Äôm having dinner. Don‚Äôt mind me.
14:11:05 From Gertrude Flentge (she/her) to Everyone:
 Selamat makan!
14:11:26 From lara khaldi to Everyone:
 thanks Lydia
14:11:35 From Gertrude Flentge (she/her) to Everyone:
 What are you having Lyno?
14:11:54 From Lyno (Sa Sa Art Projects) to Everyone:
 Basic fried fish with rice hehe
14:12:20 From Tyuki Imamura to Everyone:
 guten appetit!
14:12:30 From BARRY INTERPRETE to Everyone:
 can leave out aboubcar alpha barry for my realy
14:12:32 From Gertrude Flentge (she/her) to Everyone:
 hmmm getting hungry
14:12:44 From BARRY INTERPRETE to Everyone:
 you seeem to have assigned both my emails
14:16:58 From Francesca / LE 18 to Everyone:
 I just shared a short description of the agraw process
14:17:45 From reinaart to Everyone:
 nice lara , thank you
14:20:13 From lara khaldi to Everyone:



 thanks Francesca for the doc on agraw!
14:22:58 From Ade Darmawan to Everyone:
 Thanksomuch lydia
14:23:27 From reem / subversive film to Everyone:
 Thank you Lydia :)
14:24:42 From lara khaldi to Everyone:
 this is the list of groups of mini majelises
14:24:44 From lara khaldi to Everyone:
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/16ldJjKUQRnvMOqw99HYnrk-eVzE6E-
ILKc-y0t3a6P5A/edit
14:32:22 From lydia antoniou to Everyone:
 you can all switch to english in the interpretation option if you want to have 
translation from spanish (:
14:32:57 From AFISINA, Reza to Everyone:
 Rancho
14:33:04 From Lyna Kourn (Sa Sa Art Projects) to Everyone:
 very interesting
14:33:37 From lineo segoete to Everyone:
 the translation is speaking gibberish üòÖ
14:34:10 From C - Serigrafistas queer to Everyone:
 yesss! crazy
14:34:31 From Molemo Moiloa to Everyone:
 i think you are reading closed captions Lineo. go to interpretation üòÇ
14:35:01 From lydia antoniou to Everyone:
 (live transcription is not working, but interpretation does (:
14:35:04 From lineo segoete to Everyone:
 lol. ok
14:36:31 From Tupac Spanish Interpreter to Everyone:
 scary, i thought i was making no sense
14:37:06 From lineo segoete to Everyone:
 apologies, Tupac. I’m ok track now
14:37:16 From lineo segoete to Everyone:
 *on
14:38:03 From lara khaldi to Everyone:
 ook_reinaart vanhoe
 Taring Padi
 Richard Bell
 ikkibawiKrrr‚Ä©
 Wakaliwood
14:39:12 From Gertrude Flentge (she/her) to Everyone:
 If we speak About combining Collective pots there is also the lumbung inter-
lokal, here an update on their talks and process:



14:40:44 From Gertrude Flentge (she/her) to Everyone:
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/17LNuUuTdYN-IKmdA1sIY-PrJ2QHkDjpj/
view?usp=sharing
14:44:56 From reinaart to Everyone:
 here we share our notes: https://pad.riseup.net/p/majelis1-keep
14:45:07 From reinaart to Everyone:
 minimajelis 1
14:45:12 From reinaart to Everyone:
 (rough notes)
14:49:46 From Ade Darmawan to Everyone:
 thanks for sharing the doc Mas art
14:56:52 From dina_arts collaboratory to Everyone:
 Thanks Reem! I have nothing to add
15:10:16 From reinaart to Everyone:
 https://www.engelvoelkers.com/de/search/?q=&pageSize=18&startIndex=0&bu
sinessArea=residential&facets=dstrct%3Akassel%3Brgn%3Ahesse%3Bcntry%3Agerma
ny%3B%3Bbsnssr%3Aresidential%3Btyp%3Abuy
15:10:18 From reinaart to Everyone:
 hihi
15:10:56 From Mariela. serigrafistas queer to Everyone:
 stop de finalcial bycicle
15:11:10 From Mariela. serigrafistas queer to Everyone:
 how to do?
15:12:56 From reinaart to Everyone:
 https://www.syndikat.org/en/
15:13:08 From reinaart to Everyone:
 collectives in germany taking houses out of the market
15:13:17 From reinaart to Everyone:
 (just sharing)
15:13:40 From reinaart to Everyone:
 (they want to do a camp during d15 actually)
15:13:41 From Ulf Aminde he/him to Everyone:
 thanks Marwa,
 your description made very clear how complex we discuss the issue in our nice 
little minimajlis
15:15:27 From Ulf Aminde he/him to Everyone:
 @reinaart this is a great and very important housing movement initiative
15:20:29 From MInghao & Jianjun_LIU Mankun to Everyone:
 Following Lyno‚Äôs sharing, I would like to ask whether it is possible to ar-
range simultaneous translation (En to Mandarin Chinese for the medium Majelis?
before?..
15:23:10 From Boloho-xiaotian to Everyone:



 thanks Lyno, your description are precise so boloho has nothing to add.:)
15:24:12 From Lyno (Sa Sa Art Projects) to Everyone:
 hehe‚Ä¶
15:30:29 From erick to Everyone:
 Accommodation during documenta period seems also to fit in that discussion
15:31:58 From reinaart to Everyone:
 (I don‚Äôt know on the move well enough but maybe we could ask them to 
think along with visa and travel issues)
15:31:59 From reinaart to Everyone:
 https://on-the-move.org/
15:37:44 From hestu A nugroho to Everyone:
 hi everyone, sorry..i must leave now to pickingup my Kid. see you again.
15:38:05 From Jaro Tomanova to Everyone:
 thank you hestu !! see you soon
15:39:28 From reinaart to Everyone:
 üëãüèæ
15:39:38 From Kiri Dalena to Everyone:
 Thank you Hestu!
15:40:02 From Lyno (Sa Sa Art Projects) to Everyone:
 Valid point to raise @Minghao & Jianjun
15:40:19 From Mariela. serigrafistas queer to Everyone:
 i didnt understand the traslation
15:41:52 From Interpreter - Rani to Everyone:
 click the globe icon, choose Spanish. Don’t read the closed caption
15:42:08 From reinaart to Everyone:
 the motorhome industry in europe is big with the cover criss. I heard there are 
long waiting list but YES GOOD ONE
15:42:35 From reinaart to Everyone:
 mobile home
15:42:38 From Mariela. serigrafistas queer to Everyone:
 yes, i listen the spanish trasATION
15:42:39 From reinaart to Everyone:
 sorry my english
15:43:02 From AFISINA, Reza to Everyone:
 We have caravan community here in Kassel
15:43:05 From Mariela. serigrafistas queer to Everyone:
 vans
15:43:32 From AFISINA, Reza to Everyone:
 Back early this year, we having sort of conversation with them
15:43:35 From Gertrude Flentge (she/her) to Everyone:
 Hi Minghao and Jianjun, yes we will try to find a way next time. Can you rec-
commend someone good for reasonable rate?



15:44:09 From lydia antoniou to Everyone:
 Hessenland
15:44:12 From AFISINA, Reza to Everyone:
 Designated caravan site; for their parking and storing their own caravan
15:45:02 From √ñzge Ersoy (Asia Art Archive) to Everyone:
 Hello everyone. I‚Äôm with Asia Art Archive. We met with The Black Archives, 
Siwa Platforme, Graziela, and Sourabh last week in Kassel. We will have our first mini 
majelis in the coming weeks. We discussed similar ideas like supporting visa/accom-
modation/hospitality costs, creating shared infrastructures (making small publications 
together, working with the same designer, etc), having a nursery for all the lumbung 
artists with children, and also the possibility of buying tickets with our common pot 
and shared them with people for free‚Äîespecially interesting for us as we are part of 
Fridskul and imagining a temporary school structure together. These are just very initial 
ideas on our side.
15:45:10 From Jaro Tomanova to reinaart(Direct Message):
 it’s 50 EUR incl. a per diem (allowance for food)
115:46:27 From AFISINA, Reza to Everyone:
 For example, I just recieved the letter for indiividual from Kassel that offers; car, 
plus if they could drive around, hosting with two gusetroom
15:46:40 From AFISINA, Reza to Everyone:
 *from individual
15:47:11 From AFISINA, Reza to Everyone:
 Some collectives also had room(s) could also hosting, but in sort of donation in 
change
15:47:15 From Sari Middernacht to Everyone:
 Thank you all, I have to go now, hope we will be able to meet up with our Maje-
lis soonish too.
15:48:01 From AFISINA, Reza to Everyone:
 We could collecting these sort of ‚Äúhospitalities‚Äù
15:48:08 From guille mongan - serigrafistas queer to Everyone:
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdWVq21QkwQ  CARVANAS
15:48:41 From reinaart to Everyone:
 90 days program
15:49:13 From Francesca / LE 18 to Everyone:
 90 days (inshallah) program
15:49:42 From Ade Darmawan to Everyone:
 :)))
15:50:05 From reinaart to Everyone:
 for camping maybe good to check with dynamo winrad
 they work with football clubs and in summer the fields might be empty
15:50:17 From Jaro Tomanova to Everyone:
 perhaps we can write na open call to the public to invite people from Kassel to 
host artists  ... ? incl. a garden space for tents or parking for a motorhome.. .. .



A COLLECTION OF NOTES FROM THE MEDIUM MAJELIS ON THE EXPERIENCES 
OF ORGANISING THE COLLECTIVE POT, NOVEMBER 2021.
Subjective notes by reinaart vanhoe, the saved zoom chat,  
le 18 on the method of AGRAW and a FAQ document by the a-team.


